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Abstract— Optical pulse detection ‘photoplethysmogra-
phy’ (PPG) provides a means of low cost and unobtrusive
physiological monitoring that is popular in many wearable
devices. However, the accuracy, robustness and generaliz-
ability of single-wavelength PPG sensing are sensitive to
biological characteristics as well as sensor configuration
and placement; this is significant given the increasing
adoption of single-wavelength wrist-worn PPG devices in
clinical studies and healthcare. Since different wavelengths
interact with the skin to varying degrees, researchers have
explored the use of multi-wavelength PPG to improve sens-
ing accuracy, robustness and generalizability. This paper
contributes a novel and comprehensive state-of-the-art re-
view of wearable multi-wavelength PPG sensing, encom-
passing motion artifact reduction and estimation of physio-
logical parameters. The paper also encompasses theoret-
ical details about multi-wavelength PPG sensing and the
effects of biological characteristics. The review findings
highlight the promising developments in motion artifact
reduction using multi-wavelength approaches, the effects
of skin temperature on PPG sensing, the need for improved
diversity in PPG sensing studies and the lack of studies that
investigate the combined effects of factors. Recommenda-
tions are made for the standardization and completeness of
reporting in terms of study design, sensing technology and
participant characteristics.

Index Terms— Multi-wavelength Photoplethysmography,
Skin Optics, Skin Melanin, Skin Temperature, Motion Arti-
fact Reduction, Physiological Monitoring.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE current passive paradigm of late-stage treatment of
chronic diseases is transitioning towards more proactive

and preventative measures, such as cost-effective continuous
monitoring tools to support early prediction, early prevention,
early diagnosis and early treatment [1]. The World Health
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Organization (WHO) have recommended continuous monitor-
ing as an effective means to assess physiological conditions,
monitor the progression of diseases and support daily self-
management of health [2].

Clinically performed electrocardiography (ECG), such as
the conventional 12-lead ECG acquisition, is widely con-
sidered the ‘gold standard’ of non-invasive cardiovascular
monitoring. ECG can identify cardiovascular abnormalities
and detect irregularities in heart rhythms as well as performing
physiological assessments of Heart Rate (HR) and Heart
Rate Variability (HRV) by recording the depolarization of
the heart’s conductive pathway and the surrounding cardiac
muscle tissues during each cardiac cycle. Although accurate,
multi-lead clinical ECG is unsuited to continuous monitoring.
It lacks portability, and convenience, and the bio-electrodes
are obtrusive, cannot get wet and must be placed at specific
locations on the body and connected to a recording device [3].

Consumer health monitoring devices have underpinned
growth in the wearable devices market, a market expected to
reach $30 billion by the end of 2023 [4], and the maturation
of low cost, unobtrusive sensing devices incorporating optical
pulse detection ‘photoplethysmography’ (PPG) sensors [3],
[5]. A sensing method similar to PPG sensing was first devised
in 1936 by two American research groups [6], but it was
Alrick Hertzman who established PPG sensing in 1937 [7].
Consisting of a light source and photo-detector, light is emitted
into the skin and the intensity of light transmitted into the
photo-detector will vary depending on the volume of blood in
the vascular bed of the measurement site, taking advantage of
blood’s absorbent qualities to visible and infrared (IR) light.
During the contraction of the left ventricle, blood is ejected
out of the heart and propagates along the circulatory system,
corresponding to the initial positive slope of a PPG pulse
(Figure 1). The systolic peak marks the maximum amount
of blood present in the vascular bed at the measurement
site. The pulse waveform then decreases in amplitude until
a local minimum where it transitions into the diastolic phase.
The local minimum or dicrotic notch marks the closure of
the aortic valves. The end of the diastolic phase marks the
closure mitral valve [8]. As well as the AC or pulsatile
component of the signal, PPG sensing also collects the DC
or non-pulsatile component which is shaped by respiration,
sympathetic nervous system activity, and thermoregulation [3].

There are two modes of PPG sensing with different mea-
surement sites (Figure 2). Transmission PPG sensors are
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Fig. 1: A typical PPG waveform adapted from Lemay et al. [34].

usually sited on the fingertip or earlobe where the light source
and detector are separated by tissue. Reflectance PPG sensors,
which have both components positioned alongside each other
on the same side of tissue, are commonly sited on the wrist,
forehead or torso [3]. Both reflectance and transmission PPG
sensing can provide physiological insights for HR [5], Blood
Oxygen Saturation (SpO2) [9], Respiration Rate [10], Vascular
Aging and Atherosclerosis [3], [11], Blood Pressure (BP)
[12] which is an indicator for Hypertension [13] and Atrial
Fibrillation as well as HRV which itself provides indications
about Coronary Heart Disease [14] and Autonomic Nervous
System functionality [15].

Although transmission mode PPG sensing is widely used in
clinical settings for pulse oximetry measurements, reflectance
mode PPG and PPG sensing for other physiological mea-
surements has not been widely adopted in clinical practice.
One of the main factors affecting PPG sensing performance is
its susceptibility to interference, predominantly from motion
artifacts [16]. Other significant factors affecting the perfor-
mance include the amount of blood flowing into the periph-
eral vascular bed, the varying optical properties of skin and
blood, ambient light, and the wavelength used to illuminate
the skin [5]. Addressing these factors would produce a low
cost, simple and unobtrusive method to accurately, robustly
and continuously measure the physiological status of patients
having the potential to reduce premature mortality and the
economic burden of disease and illness.

Beyond cardiovascular monitoring and general well-being,
PPG sensing has seen several developments including the de-
tection and monitoring of epileptic seizures [17], diagnosis of
respiration diseases [18], mental stress and affect recognition
[19], [20], monitoring of sleep conditions [21], [22], estimation
of blood glucose [23], and drug delivery monitoring [24]–[26]
showing its capacity to enhance healthcare systems around the
world.

This review explores multi-wavelength PPG approaches
for signal acquisition and improved resilience to motion

Fig. 2: The two modes of PPG sensing.

artifacts and variations in skin melanin content and skin
temperature with the aim of providing robust estimations of
physiological parameters. In terms of methodology, the papers
which constitute this review were retrieved from the following
search engines and digital libraries: Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Xplore Digital Library, Google
Scholar, Medline, ScienceDirect, and Wiley Online Library
using the keywords: “Multi-wavelength”, “Photoplethysmog-
raphy”, “PPG”, “Skin Tone”, “Skin Temperature”, “Skin Op-
tics”, “Motion Artifacts”, “Physiological Monitoring”, “Blood
Oxygen Saturation”, “Pulse Oximetry”, “Blood Pressure”,
“Blood Glucose” and “Drug Delivery Monitoring”.

II. SKIN OPTICS AND PPG SENSING

Human skin is a complex heterogeneous medium consisting
of three main layers: epidermis, dermis and hypodermis (or
subcutaneous tissue), each with varying thicknesses dependent
on body site that follow a general trend [27], [28]. The
epidermis is the top-most layer of skin comprising of several
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sub-layers of living and non-living cells, all of which contain
little or no blood flow. The stratum corneum or non-living
epidermis is typically 20µm thick and consists of only dead
squamous cells [28]. Beneath is the living epidermis which is
typically 100µm thick and contains most of the skin pigmenta-
tion compounds, such as pheomelanin and eumelanin, broadly
referred to as melanin [27]–[30].

The dermis is found below the epidermis and consists of two
main layers: the papillary dermis typically 150µm thick and the
reticular dermis which has a thickness generally ranging from
1-4mm dependent on body site [28]. The papillary dermis is
made up of loose connective tissue which is vascularized from
a network of capillaries, small blood vessels typically ranging
from 1-8µm in diameter [31] that exchange materials, such
as oxygen and carbon dioxide, between blood and tissue. The
reticular dermis is made up of dense connective tissue housing
structures such as nerves, glands and hair follicles. Addition-
ally, the reticular dermis contains arterioles and venules which
are slightly larger blood vessels, typically ranging from 2-
30µm in diameter [31], that connect the capillaries to the
arteries and veins [27].

The deepest layer of the skin is the hypodermis which
connects the skin to the bones and muscles and has a typical
thickness in the range of 1-6mm dependent on body site
[28]. The hypodermis contains larger blood vessels, arteries
and veins, typically ranging from 500-5000µm in diameter
[31], which transport blood around the body. The hypodermis
is mainly used to store fat and primarily consists of loose
connective tissue [27].

Due to the inhomogeneous distribution of blood, cells and
pigments in the skin; measuring the optical properties is
challenging. Usually, the main optical properties of skin are
described as absorption, scattering and penetration depth as
well as reflection, transmission and fluorescence [6], [28],
[29], [32]–[36]. Researchers have employed several methods
to model the optical properties of skin such as the radiative
transport equation, the Beer-Lambert law, stochastic models
such as the Monte Carlo and random walk as well as the
adding doubling method with varying results [35], [37]. Sum-
marized in Figure 3 are the wavelengths of light explored in
this section and subsequent sections.

A. Optical Properties of Skin and Blood
The main light-absorbing components within the skin are

water, hemoglobin and melanin; however, each absorb light
differently depending on the wavelength of light and chemical
bonding (Figure 4). Water, the main component of skin, is
highly absorbent to IR light (900-1100nm) whilst possessing
little to no absorbent qualities to visible light (390-780nm)
[6], [28], [34], [36], [38]. Melanin protects the skin against
the harmful ultraviolet (UV) radiation from the sun [29], its
absorbing qualities increase as the wavelength of light de-
creases, being highly absorbent to shorter wavelengths ranging
from UV to yellow light (200-600nm) [3], [6], [28]–[30], [32]–
[34]. Similarly, hemoglobin’s absorbing qualities decrease as
the wavelength of light increases. However, when chemically
bonded with oxygen, its absorbing qualities dramatically de-
crease when exposed to light in the range of 570-700nm and

is more absorbent to longer wavelengths such as IR when
compared to non-oxygenated hemoglobin [6], [28], [29], [32]–
[34], [36], [38].

Scattering occurs as either a surface effect such as reflection
and refraction or as an interaction with compounds in the skin
that possess different optical properties. It has been estimated
that 4-7% of light is reflected from the surface of the skin
independent of wavelength [32]. Generally, within the skin
the scattering coefficients decrease with an increase in the
wavelength of light [28], [32], [33], [35], [36]. In the epi-
dermis, large melanosomes exhibit mainly forward scattering
whilst small “melanin dust” has an isotropic scattering profile.
Collagen’s fibrous structures define the scattering profile of the
dermis whilst the main source of scattering in the hypodermis
are spherical droplets of lipids [28]. Additionally, research
suggests that the effects of scattering are greater on the breast,
abdomen and forehead compared to the arm [36].

The path of light in the skin for reflectance mode PPG
sensing is theorized to follow a “banana-like” shape [39] where
the maximum depth of the path of light in the skin is called
the penetration depth which is a function of its absorption
and scattering coefficients [35]. In transmission mode PPG
sensing, the path of light travels through the skin from the
LED to the photodiode. Generally, the penetration depth for
reflectance mode sensing increases as the wavelength of light
increases in the range of visible and near-IR light (Figure
5) [3], [6], [28], [33], [34], [36], [38], [40]–[42] with the
maximal penetration depth being 3-4mm for IR light (800-
1100nm) [28], [36], [42], [43]. When the wavelength of light
increases past 1250-1400nm the penetration depth significantly
decreases [28], [36], [43]. Additionally, the penetration depth
of light for reflectance mode sensing changes depending on the
measurement site with the breast and abdomen possessing the
largest penetration depths compared to the arm and forehead
[36].

B. Effects of Biological Characteristics on PPG Sensing

As described in Section II(A), wavelengths of light interact
with skin and blood to varying degrees due to their in-
homogeneous nature. Researchers have explored the effects
that different biological and skin characteristics have on PPG
sensing, which is summarized in this section.

1) Skin Melanin Content: The accuracy and reliability of
PPG sensing is sensitive to skin melanin content. First reports
of potential inaccuracies arose from pulse oximetry studies
which concluded that higher skin melanin content may in-
fluence the performance and accuracy [44]. Measurements of
pulse oximetry on patients with higher skin melanin content
and low blood oxygen saturation had up to 10% differences
in estimates from different pulse oximeters [45] and blood
oxygen saturation levels were over-estimated during hypoxia
for patients with higher skin melanin content [46]. A larger
scale study (1609 subjects: 1333 white patients and 276 black
patients) also found black patients to have nearly three times
the frequency of occult hypoxemia (an arterial oxygen satura-
tion estimate of <88% despite an oxygen saturation of 92% -
96%) as white patients [47]. However, several other studies
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Fig. 3: A summary of the wavelengths of light explored for each multi-wavelength PPG study in each section of this review.

suggest that higher skin melanin content doesn’t influence
oximetry measurements [48], [49]. Most studies exploring
higher skin melanin content and PPG sensing agree that
melanin isn’t a significant factor when at rest [48], [50]–[52].
The pulsatile component of the PPG signal is collected from
the dermis and hypodermis. The epidermis, which contains
melanin, absorbs a constant fraction of the signal without
affecting the pulsatile component suggesting skin melanin
content can be compensated by stronger intensity of light [50],
[53]. During active states Bent et al. found no statistically
significant differences in HR estimation accuracy across skin

tones for commercially available wrist-worn reflectance mode
PPG devices [52]. Fallow et al. found no significant interaction
between skin tone and motion type for wrist-worn reflectance
mode PPG sensing but did find a trend towards skin type
having a significant effect yet no interaction was present at
rest [53]. Yan et al. found skin melanin content to not have
a significant factor on palm-worn reflectance mode PPG HR
estimations as well as green light (525nm) producing the best
modulation for all skin tones [51]. This agrees with Fallow
et al. who found green light (520nm) to produce the best
modulation for all skin tones at rest although blue (470nm) and
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Fig. 4: The light absorption coefficients of biological com-
pounds present in the epidermis-hypodermis layers of skin
adapted from Lemay et al. [34].

green (520nm) light produced the best modulation for all skin
tones during active state [53]. In contrast, Shcherbina et al.
found co-variates such as higher skin melanin content, larger
wrist circumference, and higher BMI to positively correlate
with increased HR error rates across multiple wrist-worn
reflectance mode PPG devices [54]. Additionally, Preejith et
al. using a green light reflectance mode wrist-worn PPG sensor
on 256 subjects found an mean absolute error of 1.04BPM for
lighter skin tones compared to 10.90BPM for darker skin tones
when computing HR estimations [55].

2) Skin Temperature: When the temperature of skin reduces,
perfusion rates in the vascular bed dramatically decrease due
to the Autonomic Nervous System constricting blood vessels
in the dermis as a means to conserve body heat [56], [57].
Reductions in skin temperature typically affect the peripheral
circulation more than the central areas of the body; for exam-
ple, when the body is exposed to 10°C ambient temperature
the blood flow through the hand drops to less than 1 ml/min
[57].

All studies exploring temperature and PPG sensing agree
that temperature influences the signal [38], [56]–[61] but to
differing degrees. Ralston et al. suggested that errors resulting
from varying skin temperatures are unlikely to be clinically
significant for transmission mode PPG sensing [58]. However,
Budidha et al. found that in some volunteers exposed to cold
temperatures, the amplitude of the PPG signal significantly
diminished to the extent of being unusable for ear-worn
reflectance mode PPG sensing [57].

Maeda et al. found green light (525nm) reflectance mode
PPG HR estimations to have a higher correlation to the ECG
signal HR estimation than IR light (880nm) reflectance mode
PPG HR estimations at temperatures below 15°C. As shorter
wavelengths penetrate the skin to a lesser degree than longer
wavelength they aren’t subject to the optical processes that
occur in deeper tissue which produce more complex signals.
Green PPG signals include less information from various non-
pulsatile media therefore affected by noise to a lesser degree
than IR PPG signals [59]. In a subsequent study, Maeda et al.
found that with cold exposure, the pulsatile component of both
green and IR reflectance mode signals decreased significantly

whilst the non-pulsatile component remained similar. With
hot exposure, the pulsatile component of both green and IR
signals as well as the non-pulsatile component the IR signals
decreased. The decrease in amplitudes of both components of
the IR signal during hot exposure is due to a larger amount
of blood in the peripheral vascular bed [60].

3) Other Biological Factors: Although not examined with
multi-wavelength PPG devices, there are several other known
biological factors that affect PPG sensing. Higher body mass
index (BMI) and obesity has been shown to produce less
accurate HR estimations [54], [62], [63], which has been
speculated to be a co-variate with larger wrist circumferences
[64], however other studies reported BMI not to be an affecting
factor [65], [66]. Shcherbina et al. also found sex to be an
affecting factor with males getting higher error rates [54].
Additionally, Fine et al. explored several studies looking
into subject age. As aging leads to various anatomical and
physiological changes, the ability of PPG sensing to assess
cardiovascular health varies [63].

Other research has suggested that sweat and hair follicle
density may be adverse factors to PPG sensing [67] as
well as research showing that in underwater conditions skin
temperature significantly affects PPG sensing compared to
dry conditions [61]. Finally, pre-existing conditions such as
Raynaud’s syndrome and Anemia may be affecting factors to
the accuracy of PPG sensing.

III. HARDWARE AND DATA COLLECTION

In this section, an examination of the current state-of-the-
art research and commercial multi-wavelength PPG hardware
solutions is given as well as a summary of the various data
collection protocols that explored the use of multi-wavelength
PPG devices.

A. Multi-wavelength PPG Research Hardware
Developments into multi-wavelength PPG sensing hardware

has seen dramatic improvements of the past decade in research
settings. Initial hardware was reliant on fiber optics [41],
[68] which then progressed into Optical Electronic Patch
Sensor (OEPS) development [51], [69] due to its low cost
and simple form factor with researchers also exploring ear-
worn, finger-worn, forehead-worn and wrist-worn PPG sensors
[57], [70]–[72]. The latest development in hardware for multi-
wavelength PPG sensing is an on-chip spectrometer approach
based on plasmonic filters [73] which has been adapted for
an all-wavelength PPG sensing device [74]. Summarized in
Table I are various multi-wavelength PPG research hardware
solutions.

The measurement site of PPG sensing is a key factor due
to the varying qualities of tissue thickness, skin pigmentation,
blood distribution in vascular bed and amount of movement
present at the measurement site [76]–[81]. Researchers exam-
ined 52 measurement sites across the body finding fingers,
palm, face, and ears to produce larger amplitudes of the
pulsatile component of the signal when compared to other
measurement sites [78]. These findings are consistent with
other studies [76], [81]. However, when examining the effects
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TABLE I: Multi-wavelength PPG Research Hardware Solutions

Paper Sensor
Type

Study Materials Wavelengths Comments

Spigulis et
al. (2007)
[41]

Finger-worn
Reflectance
Laser
Sensor

Input fiber: 600µm silica core Z-Light,
Ltd. Latvia
Round-to-line detection fiber bundle:
7x 200µm silica core fibers Z-Light,
Ltd. Latvia
Spectrometer: AvaSpec 2048-2
Avantes BV, The Netherlands

Violet: 405nm
Green: 532nm
Red: 645nm
IR: 807nm &
1064nm

Provides exact wavelengths of light making it suitable
for clinical applications however it is unsuitable for
continuous monitoring due to a lack of portability and
obtrusive nature.

Leier et al.
(2015) [75]

Wrist-worn
Reflectance
LED Sensor

Four independent groups:
comprising of green, red and two infra-
red LED emitters and a photodiode.

Green: 560nm
Red: 660nm
IR: 880nm &
940nm

All optical components are positioned on a flexible
circuit board to allow for movement on the wrist. Light
barriers are provided on the photodiodes to prevent light
crossover and skin back-scattering. LEDs and photodi-
odes are in a matrix formation. Sensor is strapped to
wrist to ensure sufficient contact force. It is unsuitable
for continuous monitoring due to a large form factor of
both the sensor and logic board as well as requiring a
wired connection to a computer.

Warren et
al. (2016)
[71]

Forehead-
worn
Reflectance
LED Sensor

Six photodiodes are positioned concen-
trically around two pairs of red and
IR LEDs at an equidistant separation
distance of 10 mm as well as a tri-axial
accelerometer.

Red: 660nm
IR: 940nm

Positioned on the forehead, signals collected are less
susceptible to motion but may become obtrusive and
inconvenient for daily monitoring. As there are 6 pho-
todiodes the total active area is 15.9mm2. An opaque
ring was incorporated to minimize light crossover from
LEDs and photodiodes.

Blanos et al.
(2018) [69]

Reflectance
LED OEPS

PPG Sensor: 4 channel board DISCO4,
Dialog Devices Ltd., Reading, Berk-
shire, UK

Green: 525nm
Orange:
590nm
Red: 650nm
IR: 870nm

Sensor has a small form factor with LEDs and photo-
diodes in a cross formation with the photodiode in the
center. A layer of clear epoxy medical adhesive was
used to protect the optical components. Patch sensors
can be placed anywhere on the body however due to
perspiration and general wear and tear it requires re-
application making it of a disposable nature.

Budidha et
al. (2018)
[57]

Ear-worn
Reflectance
LED Sensor

LED: CR 50 IRH and CR 50 1M,
Excelitas technologies, Massachusetts,
USA
Photodiode: SR 10 BP-BH, Excelitas
technologies, Massachusetts, USA

Red: 658nm
IR: 870nm

Ear-worn sensor has a small form factor with LEDs
and photodiodes positioned next to each other. Ear-
worn sensors are less susceptible to motion artifacts
and are well suited to remote monitoring during specific
activities. For 24 hour continuous monitoring ear worn
sensors may become obtrusive and inconvenient.

Han et al.
(2019) [42]

Reflectance
LED Sensor

PPG Sensor: 2x AFE4404s Texas In-
struments, Inc., Dallas, TX, USA

Blue: 460nm
Green: 530nm
Red: 660nm
IR: 940nm

Sensor is in a circular formation with 2 layers of LEDs
with the photodiode in the center. The sensor board was
treated with a black coating to prevent light reflection
as well as providing light barriers to prevent light
crossover and skin back-scattering.

Chang et al.
(2019) [73]

Finger-worn
Reflectance
LED Sensor

PPG Sensor: based on plasmonic filters
which can be integrated onto a regular
photo detector.

Green: 515nm
Red: 630nm
IR: 940nm

The sensor has a small form factor based on plasmonic
filters, nanoscale structures on metal films. Providing a
unique way to control polarization and wavelength of
light passing through the structures. Fabrication cost of
the plasmonic filters can be as low as a few dollars at
volume.

Lee et al.
(2020) [72]

Wrist-Worn
Reflectance
LED Sensor

PPG Sensor: 4X SFH7050 sensors OS-
RAM, Munich, Germany
Motion Sensor: MPU9250, InvenSense,
San Jose, CA, USA

Green: 530nm
Red: 660nm
IR: 940nm

The sensor consists of 4 integrated PPG sensing units
positioned in a cross formation. Data collected from
the sensor is streamed to a computer via Bluetooth,
allowing for remote continuous monitoring. The sensor
is attached to the wrist using a wrist sweatband which
may not provide optimal contact force.

Gupta et al.
(2020) [70]

Finger-worn
Reflectance
and Trans-
mission
mode LED
Sensor

Two LEDs and a photodiode. Device
allows for both transmission and re-
flectance type PPG signals. An Arduino
micro-controller unit is used to control
the whole system.

Green: 525nm
Red: 615nm

Device provides both transmission and reflectance type
PPG sensing. Transmission mode sensing typically re-
quires obtrusive and inconvenient solutions for contin-
uous monitoring due to positioning of device.

Chen et al.
(2020) [74]

Wrist-worn
Reflectance
LED Sensor

LEDs: two white LEDs, a green LED
(525nm), and a IR LED (940nm)
Photodiode: chip-scale spectrometer,
NSP32 (nanolambda, Daejeon, Korea)
as well as a micro-controller and a Blue-
tooth Low Energy transceiver.

All
Wavelength:
400-1000nm

The sensor has a small form factor based on plasmonic
filters, nanoscale structures on metal films. Providing a
unique way to control polarization and wavelength of
light passing through the structures with a broad band
of wavelengths that can be utilized. Fabrication cost of
the plasmonic filters can be as low as a few dollars at
volume.
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Fig. 5: Approximate maximum penetration depth of each wavelength of light in the skin using reflectance mode sensing.

of measurement site on motion artifacts it was found that
motion had a large effect on the distribution of blood in the
vascular bed at peripheral measurement sites such as fingers
and wrist [76], [79].

Due to the preexisting widespread adoption of wrist-worn
devices and their unobtrusive nature, the wrist is the most
common measurement site for consumer-grade PPG sensing
devices. Research shows that the wrist is the worst perform-
ing measurement site for extracting HR, pulse oximetry and
respiration rate in periods of both rest and movement [81]
highlighting the need for more robust methodology. Addi-
tionally, researchers have challenged the typical measurement
site for wrist-worn PPG sensing device, suggesting the radial
zone, side of wrist with the thumb, may produce better signals
dependent on light wavelengths selected when compared to the
central zone of the dorsal surface of the wrist [82], [83].

B. Multi-wavelength PPG Commercial Hardware
Polar Unite, Grit X and Vantage V2 are the only devices

that currently use four wavelengths [84] whilst the other
commercial devices have at most three; typically using green
light for HR measurements and red and IR light for pulse
oximetry measurements. “Research-grade” multi-wavelength
wrist-worn PPG devices such as Empatica E4 and Biovotion
Everion (now Biofourmis Biovitals) have the advantage of
providing data-streamed raw signals, however, their HR esti-
mation accuracy has been reported to be lower than consumer-
grade wrist-worn PPG devices with Empatica E4 achieving a
mean absolute error of 11.3BPM at rest and 12.8BPM during
activity. Biovotion Everion achieved a mean absolute error
of 16.5BPM at rest and 19.8BPM during activity whilst the
Apple Watch achieved a mean absolute error of 4.4BPM at rest
and 4.6BPM during activity [52]. This is in agreement with
Rukasha et al. who found Empatica E4 heart rate estimate
mean absolute percentage errors (MAPEs) between 7.2% and
29.2% whilst collecting data on a treadmill and heart rate
estimate MAPEs between 5.3% and 13.5% during 12-hour
continuous monitoring [85].

Concerns have arisen due to both consumer and research-
grade devices being used in clinical trials, with Fitbit alone

having 476 published studies and 449 studies registered on
ClinicalTrials.gov [86] as well as Apple Watch having gained
FDA 510(k) class II clearance for the ECG feature and ability
to detect arrhythmias [64] and Empatica Embrace 2 gained
FDA 510(k) clearance for epilepsy detection [87]. Fitbit,
Garmin and Apple all state that their optical heart rate monitors
should not be used as medical devices with intent to diagnose,
treat, cure or prevent any disease [88]–[90].

C. Multi-wavelength PPG Sensing Units and
Configurations

When creating multi-wavelength PPG devices, there are
several design choices to be considered such as the number
of and placement of LEDs and photo-detectors (PD), intensity
of light from LEDs, sample rate, contact force and ambient
light and electrical noise cancellation. Summarized in Table II
are various multi-wavelength integrated PPG sensors that have
been developed and optimized to eliminate having to make the
design choices previously mentioned, however they lack the
customizability and adaptability required for specific research
cases. Analog Front Ends provide a means to develop a custom
sensor module adapted to specific needs; a brief summary of
multi-wavelength PPG Analog Front Ends is shown in Table
III.

In order to develop a sensing unit with an Analog Front
End that obtains a strong signal the correct placement of
LEDs and PDs is necessary. Research suggests, to obtain the
maximum AC/DC ratio, shorter wavelength LEDs such as
green should be positioned 1.85mm from the PD whilst red
and IR LEDs should be placed 2.35mm and 2.75mm from the
PD, respectively [98]. At 9.75mm between the LED and PD,
no pulsatile waveform was observed at any wavelength [42]
and it was found that nearly double the driving current was
needed to obtain a signal at similar distances apart for both red
and IR LEDs [77]. Increasing the applied current and number
of LEDs increases the radiation power [42] however much of
the radiation power is not captured if the PD active area is
small and may not produce any increase in signal amplitude
[99]. Increasing the active area of the PD or number of PDs,
however, produces a stronger signal with increases in average
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TABLE II: Multi-wavelength PPG Integrated Sensing Units

Device Wavelength of LEDs Features
Blue Green Red IR

Analog
Devices
ADPD188GG
[91]

2 2 Photodiodes
I2C & SPI
Communication
2 external sensor
inputs
3 LED drivers
Ambient Light
Rejection

Analog
Devices
ADPD144RI
[92]

1 1 I2C Communication
external LED
emitters
Ambient Light
Rejection

Maxim
Integrated
MAX30101
[93]

1 1 1 I2C Communication
Ambient Light
Rejection

Maxim
Integrated
MAX86150
[94]

1 1 I2C Communication
Ambient Light
Rejection
Electrocardiogram

Maxim
Integrated
MAX86916
[95]

1 1 1 1 I2C Communication
Ambient Light
Rejection

OSRAM SFH
7072 [96]

2 1 1 Light Barrier to
block optical
cross-talk
Requires Analog
Front End

OSRAM SFH
7050 [97]

1 1 1 Light Barrier to
block optical
cross-talk
Requires Analog
Front End

amplitude of 42% for wrist-worn red PPG signals and 73%
for IR. Additionally, increasing the number of PDs is more
beneficial than increasing the number of LEDs as it provides
reduced power consumption and heat generation [77], [99].
Finally, it is recommended that the wavelengths are collected
in order of size, with the longest first, as the pulsatile event
first occurs in the deeper blood vessels [42] as well as having
a sample rate in the optimal range of 21–64Hz as to compress
biomedical data and reduce storage needs [100].

A key factor in PPG sensing is contact force [77], [78],
[83], [109]. As the contacting force of the sensor increases the
amplitude of the pulsatile component of the signal increases
until the difference between the external pressure and the intra-
arterial pressure, called transmural pressure, reaches zero. At
this point the amplitude of the pulsatile component of the
signal starts to decrease as the external pressure increases
until circulation is cut off due to the flattening of the arterial
walls [78], [83], [109]. On the wrist, using reflectance mode,
it has been suggested that a contact pressure of 80mmHg
produces the highest amplitude for red light [83]. On the upper
arm, using reflectance mode, an average contact pressure of
30mmHg produces the highest amplitude for green and IR
light [78]. Finally, it was found that minimal contact pressure
was needed on the forehead using reflectance mode [77].

TABLE III: Multi-wavelength PPG Analog Front Ends

Device Drivers Features
Analog Devices
ADPD4000/4001
[101]
ADPD4100/4101
[102]

8 LED drivers
8 Inputs for PPG,
ECG, EDA,
impedance and
temperature

I2C & SPI
Communication
Ambient Light
Rejection

Maxim Integrated
MAX30110 [103]

2 LED
1 Photodiode

SPI Communication
Ambient Light
Rejection

Maxim Integrated
MAXM86146 [104]

3 LED
Two Integrated
Photodiode

SPI Communication
Ambient Light
Rejection
Integrated Micro
Controller

Texas Instruments
AFE4950 [105]
AFE44S30 [106]

8 LED
4 Photodiode

1/2/3 Lead ECG
(AFE4950)
I2C & SPI
Communication
Ambient Light
Rejection

Texas Instruments
AFE4900 [107]

4 LED
3 Photodiode

1 Lead ECG
I2C & SPI
Communication
Ambient Light
Rejection

Texas Instruments
AFE4404 [108]

3 LED
1 Photodiode

I2C Communication
Ambient Light
Rejection

D. Multi-wavelength PPG Data Collection
A summary of multi-wavelength PPG data collection pro-

tocols is given in Table IV. There are only three study
protocols which account for skin tone when exploring multi-
wavelength PPG sensing with larger numbers of lighter skin
tones. However, there are single-wavelength data collection
protocols that account for skin tone such as Bent et al. [52] and
Preejith et al. [55] but fall outside of the scope of this paper.
Additionally, there are only three protocols which explore
skin temperature and multi-wavelength PPG sensing [57], [59],
[60].

IV. MULTI-WAVELENGTH PPG MOTION ARTIFACT
REDUCTION

Motion artifacts are one of the main causes of inaccuracies
in PPG sensing. Due to the placement of sensors and the
varying penetration depths of light wavelengths, motion from
the body distorts the PPG signal. Motion artifacts can be
classified as either periodic or non-periodic and can possess
amplitudes much larger than the pulsatile component of the
signal [72], [116]. Blanos et al. showed that green (525nm) and
orange (590nm) light were affected by artifacts from motion
to a lesser degree than red light (650nm) [69]. Matsumura
et al. agreed stating that the signal to noise ratio (SNR) for
green (530nm) and blue (470nm) light was higher than red
(640nm) when being subject to various motion types [110].
Shorter wavelengths can result in improved SNRs because
their comparatively shorter path lengths and penetration depths
make them less susceptible to noise from motion [72]. Shorter
wavelengths also suffer from less attenuation from optical
processes, such as absorption and scattering, due to their
shorter path lengths. Additionally, the shallower penetration
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TABLE IV: Multi-wavelength PPG Data Collection Study Protocols

Paper Motivation Cohort Metrics Protocol Wavelengths
Maeda et al.
(2008) [59]

Skin
Temperature

Subjects: 22
EXP1:
Age: 22.4 ± 0.8
Gender: 8M 3F
EXP2:
Age: 23.6 ± 3.4
Gender: 8M 2F

EXP1:
room temperature of 25°C
Rest seated – 5 minutes
Measurement taken
EXP2:
peripheral skin temperature of 15°C
Rest seated – 5 minutes
Measurement taken

Green: 525nm
IR: 880nm

Maeda, Sekine
and Tamura
(2011) [60]

Skin
Temperature

Subjects: 12
Age: 23.6 ± 1.5

Seated
Cold exposure: Immersed the hand into the isothermal bath
at 10°C
Steady-state reached in 23.8±8.2 minutes
Measurements - 1 minute
Hot exposure: Immersed the hand into the isothermal bath
at 45°C
Steady-state reached in 20.7±7.3 minutes
Measurements - 1 minute

Green: 525nm
IR: 880nm

Fallow et al.
(2013) [53]

Skin Tone Subjects: 23
Age: 31 ± 12
Gender: 11M 12F
Height: 172 ± 8cm
Weight: 72 ± 14kg
Skin Type: I & II =
8, III = 5, IV = 4, V
= 6

Resting forearms
Bicep Curl Flexion - 10s
Grasping Dynamometer with force 5-10nm - 10s

Blue: 470nm
Green: 520nm
Red: 630nm
IR: 880nm

Matsumura
et al. (2014)
[110]

Motion
Artifacts

Subjects: 12
Age: 20.6 ± 0.76
Gender: 12M

Adaptation period - 5 minutes
Experimental period: Horizontal motion – 20s, Rest – 10s,
Vertical motion – 20s, Rest – 10s
Baseline – 20s, Horizontal motion – 20s, Rest – 10s, Vertical
motion – 20s, Rest – 10s, Baseline - 20s

Blue: 470nm
Green: 530nm
Red: 640nm
IR: 810nm

Liu et al.
(2015) [111]

Physiological
Monitoring

Subjects: 10
Age: 22 - 60
Gender: 6M 4F

Rest – 1 minutes
Eight levels of cuff pressure: 0 mmHg – 15s, 20mmHg –
15s, 40mmHg – 15s, Diastolic BP (DBP) – 15s, DBP+25%
– 15s, DBP+50% – 15s, DBP+75% – 15s, DBP+100% – 15s
Deflated in the reverse order
Rest – 1 minute

Blue: 470nm
Green: 570nm
Orange: 591nm
Red: 635nm

Alzahrani et al.
(2015) [2]

Motion
Artifacts

Subjects: 16
Age: 20 - 47
Gender: 15M 1F

Standing (30s), Sitting (30s), Walking - 3.0km/h (30s), Walk-
ing - 6.0km/h (30s), Cycling - 20.0km/h (60s), Cycling -
35.0km/h (60s), Running - 7.0km/h (30s), Running - 8.5km/h
(30s)

Green: 525nm
Red: 660nm
IR: 990nm

Liu et al.
(2016) [112]

Physiological
Monitoring

Subjects: 20 (10
Healthy/10 Patients
with Cardiovascular
diseases (CVD))
Average Healthy
Age: 26
Average CVD Age:
68

Subjects at rest in seated position
Reference BP was measured on the middle finger and left
upper arm. One-lead ECG electrodes on the left and right
arms of the subjects. A custom made four-wavelength PPG
device used to collect PPG signals

Blue: 470nm
Green: 570nm
Yellow: 590nm
IR: 940nm

Warren et al.
(2016) [71]

Motion
Artifacts &
Physiological
Monitoring

Subjects: 15
Age: 23 – 30

Alternate between 3 min of rest and 5 min of bouncing on a
exercise ball for a total of 19 min. Using a reference device
Masimo-57 Radical (Masimo SET®, Masimo Corporation,
CA, USA) finger type transmittance pulse oximeter that was
kept motionless by resting the left hand on a table.

Red: 660nm
IR: 940nm

Adhikari et al.
(2016) [26]

Physiological
Monitoring

Subjects: 5/3/3 Mice A delivered dose was 5 mg/kg, which is the typical clinical
dose. The PPG device is placed on the tail throughout the in-
jection phase, then for short periods throughout the clearance
phase. 6 samples for gold nanorods, 9 samples for quinine
and 7-8 samples for amphotericin B

UV: 355nm
IR: 805nm

Yan et al.
(2017) [51]

Skin Tone Subjects: 33
Age: 18 – 41
Gender: 33M
Skin Type: I & II =
11, III = 10, IV = 7,
V = 5

Room temperature: 23–26 °C, Humidity: 22–36%
Resting, Walking (3km/h), Jogging (6km/h), Running (9km/h)

Green: 525nm
Orange: 590nm
Red: 650nm
IR: 870nm

Geng et al.
(2017) [113]

Physiological
Monitoring

Subjects: 9 (6
Healthy/3 Diabetic)

3 lunch experiments & 2 supper experiments.
Lunch was standardized to 90g of standard tortilla, while the
supper was without specific requirements.
Healthy volunteers did lunch experiment without wearing
the dynamic glucometer. At 10min before the meal, finger
stick glucose monitoring (Roche glucometer, ACCU-CHEK®
Performa) was used for reference glucose then performed once
every 30 mins.

Red: 660nm
IR: 730nm,
800nm and
940nm.

continued on the next page
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TABLE IV: Multi-wavelength PPG Data Collection Study Protocols

Paper Motivation Cohort Metrics Protocol Wavelengths
Budidha and
Kyriacou
(2018) [57]

Skin
Temperature

Subjects: 15
Age: 28 ± 5
Gender: 9M 6F

Basline Temperature (24°C) – 2 minutes, Cold Exposure
(10±1°C) – 10 minutes, Baseline Temperature (24°C) – 10
minutes

Red: 658nm
IR: 870nm

Blanos et al.
(2018) [69]

Physiological
Monitoring

Subjects: 15
Age: 25 ± 5
Height: 178.9 ±
4.2cm
Weight: 70.9 ± 7.9kg

Settle - 30s, Rest - 180s, Settle - 30s, Cycling - 180s, Settle
- 30s, Run (3Km/h) - 180s, Settle - 30s, Run (6Km/h) - 180s

Green: 525nm
Orange: 595nm
Red: 650nm
IR: 870nm

Pasta et al.
(2018) [114]

Physiological
Monitoring

Subjects: 25
Age: 28 ± 7
Skin Tone: I = 1, II
= 9, III = 9, IV = 1,
V = 2
VI = 1

OEPS signal was measured at:
Fingertip, Rest - 2 minutes, Radial artery, Rest - 2 minutes,
Wrist, Rest - 2 minutes

Green: 525nm
Orange: 595nm
Red: 650nm
IR: 870nm

Alharbi et al.
(2019) [115]

Physiological
Monitoring

Subjects: 31
Age: 25±5
Gender: 31M
Height: 179 ± 4cm

Protocol 1: Sitting with hand movements
Protocol 2: Cycling and Walking

Green: 525nm
Orange: 595nm
Red: 650nm
IR: 870nm

Zhang et al.
(2019) [116]

Motion
Artifacts

Subjects: 6
Age: 25-35

Stationary – 5 minutes
Motion: Index finger tapping, Hand waving (horizontal),
Hand shaking (vertical),
Running arm swing, Fist opening and closing, Radial/ulnar
deviation,
Wrist extension/flexions

Green: 560nm
IR: 940nm

Rachim et al.
(2019) [117]

Physiological
Monitoring

Subjects: 12
Age: 22–30,
Gender: 2F 4M

Commercial ECG device AD8232 (Analog Devices Inc.,
USA) and PPG device RP520 (Laxtha Inc., Korea) were used
as reference devices. Each subject sat in a chair. Data points
are collected every 10 min, to find baseline value. After that,
the subject ate a carbohydrate rich meals, then collected data
every 20 min for a total 120 min

Green: 530nm
Red: 660nm
IR: 850 & 950nm

Chang et al.
(2019) [73]

Motion
Artifacts &
Physiological
Monitoring

Subjects: 10
Age: 20-60
Gender: 7M 3F
Height: 155-180cm

Index finger is placed on the sensing devices
A blood oximetry meter (TRUST, TD-8250A) and an upper
arm blood pressure monitor (Omron, HEM-7121) are used as
reference devices

Green: 505, 510,
515, 520 & 525nm
Red: 620, 625,
630, 635 & 640nm
IR: 930, 935, 940,
945 & 950nm

Lee et al.
(2020) [72]

Motion
Artifacts

Subjects: 7
Age: 27.1±5

Resting – 1 minute, Walking- 2 minutes (1m/s), Resting –
1 minute, Fast Walking – 2 minutes (1.8m/s), Resting – 1
minute, Running - 2 minutes (2.2m/s)

Green: 530nm
Red: 660nm
IR: 940nm

Liu et al.
(2020) [118]

Physiological
Monitoring

Subjects: 22
Age: 70.2 ± 5.4
Gender: 17M 5F

Rest – 5 minutes
Measurements taken
Rehabiliation Exercise – 2 hours
lower limb strengthening and balance exercises with mobility
and agility training.
Rest – 5 minutes
Measurements taken

Blue: 460nm
Green: 575nm
Orange: 590nm
IR: 940nm

Chen et al.
(2020) [74]

Motion
Artifacts

Subjects: 6 Used the developed device to record the MRC-AW-PPG
signals, and then used AFE4404EVM as a reference to record
the green, red, and NIR PPG signals separately, all in the three
different postures (hands down, hands forward & hands up)
whilst seated

All Wavelength:
400-1000nm

depths for shorter wavelengths result in less physiological
information from deeper tissue such as bone movement being
collected [69]. However, some shorter wavelengths due to shal-
lower penetration depths do not reveal much cardiac activity
[72]. The typical frequency range of a PPG signal is 0-5Hz
whilst motion artifacts fall within 0-10Hz making the removal
of motion artifacts challenging. Most approaches that tackle
motion artifacts involve the use of a motion reference signal,
typically collected from an accelerometer or gyroscope [116].
Wang et al. used the isobestic (800nm) wavelength as a motion
reference, implementing a normalized least mean squares
adaptive noise canceling algorithm to reconstruct the clean
PPG signal [119]. Zhang et al. proposed a similar method

using an infrared (940nm) PPG signal as a motion reference,
due to its comparatively deep penetration depths and suscepti-
bility to motion implementing a continuous wavelet transform
for signal cleaning and reconstruction reducing error in HR
estimations for all motion types to less than 2BPM [116]. Yao
et al. developed a method to separate motion artifacts from
PPG signals using an algorithm based on the Beer-Lambert law
which utilized red (660nm) and two infrared (850 and 940nm)
wavelengths [37]. The Beer-Lambert law suggests that the sum
of transmitted and absorbed or scattered light is equal to the
incident light through homogeneous layers however human
skin and blood are not homogeneous [34]. Chang et al. used
15 PPG signals and the maximal-ratio combined algorithm
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as a means for motion artifact reduction showing a 50%
variation reduction when compared with the single-wavelength
reference sensor [73]. Similarly, Chen et al. used a maximal-
ratio combined algorithm on an all-wavelength wrist-worn
PPG device. The results showed the all-wavelength approach
had an improved SNR when compared to the conventional
green, red and IR PPG sensing [74]. Lee et al. developed
a motion artifact reduction algorithm using 12-channel PPG
signals comprising of green (530nm), red (660nm) and IR
(940nm) wavelengths. An independent component analysis
was first carried out to extract the independent components of
the signals. The most pulsatile component of the signals were
then selected using principal component analysis implemented
with a truncated singular value decomposition showing a
sensitivity of 82.49%, a positive predictive value of 99.83%,
and a false detection rate of 0.17% in periods of high motion
[72].

V. MULTI-WAVELENGTH PPG PHYSIOLOGICAL
MONITORING

In this section, an examination of the current state-of-the art
research physiological measurement extraction methodologies
is given ranging from cardiovascular measurements such as
blood oxygen saturation, HR, blood pressure and blood glu-
cose as well as other physiological measurements.

A. Blood Oxygen Saturation & Heart Rate
Currently, the most common application for multi-

wavelength PPG sensing is pulse oximetry as it requires two
wavelengths to calculate blood oxygen saturation levels. The
blood oxygen saturation level can be estimated from the ratio
of pulsatile and non-pulsatile components of each wavelength
[9]. Typically, the wavelengths used are red (622–780nm) and
IR (780-2400nm) [73] however, researchers have identified
orange and green light to perform better due to their robustness
against motion artifacts [69], [115].

Alharbi et al. found that green-orange pulse oximetry
measurements from a reflectance mode OEPS device had a
r=0.98 correlation with commercial pulse oximeter in periods
of both rest and motion as well as a r=0.98 correlation with
pulse oximetry measurements from red-IR light using the
same OEPS device in periods of both rest and motion [115].
Additionally, Blanos et al. found no significant difference
between green-orange pulse oximetry measurements from a
reflectance mode OEPS device and a commercial pulse oxime-
ters in periods of both rest and motion [69]. Blanos et al.
also extracted HR estimations from a reflectance mode OEPS
device at four different wavelengths in both periods of rest
and motion. It was found that green light had a correlation
of r=0.992 with the recorded ECG values. Orange light had a
correlation of r=0.984, whilst red and IR light had a correlation
of r=0.952 and r=0.97, respectively [69].

Warren et al. developed a multi-channel, multi-wavelength
forehead-worn PPG reflectance sensor, using two red (660nm)
and two IR (940nm) wavelengths, with a tri-axial accelerome-
ter. They also developed an advanced multi-channel switching
algorithm that chooses the channel least affected by motion

artifacts to calculate HR estimates for each time instant. They
found that for a wide variety of random motion, channels
respond differently to motion artifacts. The multi-channel
switching algorithm estimates produced improved results com-
pared to the individual channel estimates because the multi-
channel switching algorithm enabled automatic selection of
the best signal fidelity channel at each time point among the
multi-channel PPG data [71].

Green-orange pulse oximetry has shown to be a promising
alternative due to their robustness against motion [69] and
should be explored further in daily activity settings. Utilizing
two wavelengths for HR estimations showed promising results
[71]. Further exploration of methods using multiple wave-
lengths for HR estimations may uncover improved results.

B. Blood Pressure

Blood Pressure (BP) can be extracted using an ECG and
peripheral PPG sensing to compute the Pulse Transit Time
(PTT) which has a high correlation with systolic blood
pressure (SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (DBP). Liu et
al. developed a reflectance mode multi-wavelength light-skin
interaction model based on the modified Beer-Lambert law.
The model was calibrated for BP extraction using a cuff-based
BP measuring device and ECG. Evaluating the dominance
of different pulsation patterns based on absorption weighting
factors showed a significantly improved BP tracking ability.
The mean absolute difference between the reference and the
estimated SBP varies from 5.7mmHg (for single-wavelength
PPG) to 4.0mmHg (for two-wavelength PPG) and 2.9mmHg
(for three-wavelength PPG) [112]. Blood pressure estimation
methods require a cuff-based BP measuring device for cali-
bration. When the cuff is inflated, pressure is exerted on the
vascular bed causing the arterial properties to potentially be
altered due to the smooth muscle relaxation, thereby increasing
the PTT. Liu et al. examined the effect of cuff induced
pressure and subsequent effects on the PTT at four different
wavelengths of light using reflectance mode: blue (470nm),
green (570nm), yellow (591nm) and red (635nm). The results
showed that red PTT, yellow PTT and green PTT had a trend
of increased PTTs after cuff pressurization while blue PTT
nearly had no change. Indicating that PTTs calculated from
cuff-based BP measuring devices and different wavelengths of
PPG are influenced by smooth muscle relaxation to different
degrees. Blue light has a relatively shallow penetration depth
so blue PTT stays nearly unchanged after cuff pressurization.
Yellow PTT had the most significant change which may be due
to yellow light having deeper penetration depths into the skin
compared to blue light therefore reaching muscle tissue that is
influenced by smooth muscle relaxation from the inflated cuff
to a greater degree. Additionally, yellow light has shallower
penetration depths than red light so is unable to reach the
larger blood vessels found in deeper tissue [111].

Efforts have been made to extract BP estimates without
ECG devices using the time difference between different
wavelengths of PPG signals, referred to as local PTT, due to
its strong relationship to PTT showing promising results. Pasta
et al. examined BP cuff-based measurements from reflectance
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mode multi-wavelength PPG sensing at 3 different locations
(fingertip, radial artery and dorsal surface of wrist) using
four different wavelengths (green 525nm, orange 595nm, red
650nm and IR 870nm) without an ECG device for calibra-
tion. When the cuff was pressurized, the blood vessels were
gradually blocked by the increasing pressure. As the systolic
pressure was reached, the PPG signals became too weak for the
sensor to pick it up. Upon the signal’s disappearance, the cuff
pressure was decompressed gradually. Then, the PPG pulse re-
appeared at a certain point. The algorithm was able to identify
all the peaks and provided information such as the time of
signal loss and re-acquisition, thus allowing for a correlation
with the pressure inside the cuff. The results showed that the
fingertip site provided the most accurate values amongst all
wavelengths with an error of 8.07%, compared to the radial
artery error of 13.17% and the wrist error of 17.44%. Green
light recorded the best performance for every site, followed
by the orange light with an error difference of 2%. Red light
obtained the best results on the fingertip, with an error of
6.33% whilst IR had an error of 7.27%. Additionally, it was
reported that smaller error rates were obtained from lighter
skin tones compared to darker skin tones [114].

Chang et al. produced a method without an ECG device
using 15 different reflectance mode wavelengths extracting
local PTT using a cross-correlation method. The average of
the 15 local PTTs was computed and used with regression
coefficients of the linear models for SBP and DBP to estimate
SBP and DBP values with correlations of r=0.79 and r=0.78,
respectively [73]. Liu et al. proposed a method, similarly with-
out an ECG device. Using shorter wavelengths, blue and green,
to measure the capillary pulsation and longer wavelengths,
red and IR, to measure the arterial pulsation using reflectance
mode sensing. Principle component analysis was employed to
extract the first principle component of the shorter wavelengths
as the capillary pulse and the second principle component as
the motion signal as well as the first principle component of the
longer wavelengths as the arterial pulse. From these principle
components, Fourier transforms are used to extract features
such as phase shift which indicates arteriolar PTT and HR with
heart period and pulse decay time being computed separately.
These features are used to compute mean blood pressure and
pulse pressure which are then transformed into SBP and DBP
estimates yielding errors of 1.44 ± 6.89mmHg for SBP and
-1.00 ± 6.71mmHg for DBP [118].

Utilizing multiple wavelengths for BP estimations showed
improved error rates compared to single-wavelength estima-
tions [73], [112], [118] especially when taking advantage of
the differing interactions of wavelengths with skin and blood
[118]. Methods that do not require an ECG device [73], [114],
[118] have the advantage of not requiring multiple devices.

C. Blood Glucose

As well as Blood Pressure sensing, another application of
wearable multi-wavelength PPG sensing is Blood Glucose
(BG) estimation. Gupta et al. analyzed the mode of PPG
sensing when extracting BG measurements. Two wavelengths
of light, green (525nm) and red (615nm), were collected from

the finger using both transmission and reflectance modes of
PPG sensing. All collected signals were subject to a 10th order
low pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 8 Hz.
The filtered signals were then used to extract 22 features which
can be split into two parts: PPG based and general signal char-
acteristics. The PPG features included HR, SpO2 and breathing
rate whilst the signal characteristics included zero-crossing
rate, power spectral density, Teager–Kaiser energy and Qi-
Zheng energy. These features were then used in a random
forest regression algorithm. In transmission, the correlation
between the estimated BG measurements and the reference
device was r=0.72 pre-prandial (before food consumption) and
r=0.91 post-prandial (after food consumption). In reflectance
mode, the correlation pre-prandial was r=0.82 whilst the
correlation post-prandial was r=0.62 [70].

Geng et al. developed a multi-site and multi-sensor system
consisting of a wrist-worn device and an upper-arm worn
device. The wrist-worn device contained a temperature sensor,
a humidity sensor, a high frequency flexible electrode and
one pole of a low-frequency electrode as well as a multi-
wavelength reflectance PPG sensor (red - 660nm and IR
- 730nm, 800nm and 940nm). The upper arm device was
equipped with the other pole of the low-frequency elec-
trode to detect the low-frequency impedance of the arm. All
candidate features were calculated from the original signals
and were screened according to the similarity between the
feature and reference glucose profile. A single-feature model
was constructed based on the candidate features using time
series analysis. A weighted average method was used on
the single-feature model-based glucose profiles to produce
multi-feature fusion parameters. The glucose profile estimation
model is made up of both the single-feature model-based
glucose profiles and multi-feature fusion parameters. After
the estimated glucose profile was obtained, the peak time
of postprandial glucose can be obtained. The results show
a correlation between the reference device and the estimated
values of r=0.83 and a standard error of prediction (SEP) of
14.6mg/dL [113].

Rachim et al. analyzed four wavelengths of light (green,
red and two IR) in extracting BG measurements from the wrist
using reflectance mode sensing. A local maxima algorithm was
used to detect the peaks in the collected signals which were
then segmented into windows and averaged using an ensemble
average algorithm. From the averaged signals, 24 features
were extracted: 12 features from the difference of optical
density between the pulsatile components and the amplitude
of non-pulsatile component as well as 12 features from a
Teager–Kaiser energy operator. The features were then used
in a Partial Least Squares algorithm to find the relationship
between the reference device and extracted features. Using
only green (535nm) and red light (660nm) a SEP of 12.4mg/dL
was found and a correlation of r=0.55 with the reference
device. Using only IR light (850nm and 950nm) a SEP of
10.1mg/dL was found and a correlation of r=0.67 with the
reference device. Finally, using all four wavelengths a SEP
of 6.16mg/dL was found and a correlation of r=0.86 with the
reference device [117].

Similarly to BP estimation, using multiple wavelengths for
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BG estimations produced the lowest error rates [117]. Methods
that required several sensors at multiple sites showed similar
error rates [113] to methods with one device. Finally, deep
learning as a method for feature extraction may be advanta-
geous for BG estimation and should be explored further.

D. Drug Delivery Monitoring
Adhikari et al. developed a multi-wavelength transmission

mode PPG method for the monitoring of drug delivery. They
examined the use of Gold Nanorods, Quinine and Ampho-
tericin B in mice possessing absorption peaks of 805nm,
355nm and 355nm, respectively. Blood samples were collected
from the mice after each PPG reading. Estimates were cal-
culated using the pulsatile and non-pulsatile components of
the signal to determine the extinction change due to pulsation
at each wavelength using the Beer-Lambert law. The results
showed that Gold Nanorods had a correlation of r=0.94 with
the blood samples, Quinine had a correlation of r=0.96 and
Amphotericin B had a correlation of r=0.88. This methodology
could be used to monitor the circulation of molecular drugs
and therapeutic nanoparticles having variable circulation half-
lives and could be applicable to a wide range of optically
active drugs and nanoparticles [24]–[26].

VI. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Multi-wavelength PPG shows promising signs of becoming
a viable method for remote physiological monitoring as well
as an alternative to ECG for cardiovascular monitoring. The
selection of wavelengths used in PPG sensing is a compromise.
It appears that green light (492–577nm) produces the best gen-
eralized modulation, however, multi-wavelength approaches
for HR, blood pressure and blood glucose estimations have
been shown to out-perform single-wavelength approaches.
Multi-wavelength approaches in clinical applications are not
unique to PPG sensing. Narrow-band imaging for gastroin-
testinal endoscopy has seen improvements from white light
endoscopy using blue and green light due to their varying
interactions with blood and tissue. Blue light (400–430nm)
penetrates to the depth of the capillaries in the superficial
mucosa, while the green light (525–555nm) penetrates deeper
into the mucosa [120]. With the use of multiple wavelengths,
the accuracy, robustness and generalizability of PPG sensing
could be dramatically increased.

The findings, albeit limited, are conclusive that skin tem-
perature affects PPG sensing which is concerning since the
number of PPG studies that include skin temperature as a
factor is small. There has been no research to the best of
the authors’ knowledge exploring the combination of motion
artifacts, cold skin temperatures and higher skin melanin
content. Data and insights from studies with combined factors
could support the development of more robust solutions for
continuous PPG sensing.

With small study sizes, anecdotal evidence and conflicting
findings, understanding of the magnitude and scope of the
potential inaccuracies of current PPG sensing due to skin
melanin content is unclear. This is a concerning problem
given that 80% of the world population are individuals with

pigmented skin [121] and it has been projected that by 2035
half of the black population in USA will be affected by
CVDs [122]. In order to address this problem researchers and
industry professionals need to increase the diversity of subjects
in validation studies to have proportional representation.

Current studies exploring skin melanin content tend to
have smaller numbers of participants with darker skin tones
[51], [53], [114] raising concerns of misleading conclusions
[64], [86]. Bent et al. was the only study, to the best of
the authors’ knowledge, to have proportional distribution of
skin tones [52], [123]. In addition, the current practice of
classifying skin tone using the Fitzpatrick Skin Type Scale
or the Von Luschan’s chromatic scale, is a subjective process
that may vary based on the administrator. It has been suggested
that an objective approach to skin tone classification using a
spectrophotometer should be employed as the “gold standard”
to eliminate the shortcomings of the current practice [86], how-
ever spectrophotometers are expensive preventing wide-spread
adoption, and there is evidence that “skin color evaluation with
a spectrophotometer is correlated with visual skin tone assess-
ment” and that “in both objective and subjective measurement
methods, human error may be introduced through improper
measurement methodology” [123].

There have been cases of racial bias, due to lack of
proportional representation in validation studies, appearing in
the surrounding disciplines. In the medical field, students have
been petitioning to remove the “white skin bias” from medical
textbooks as an extensive list of skin conditions, such as
meningococcemia, appear different in patients with darker skin
tones which are not accounted for in the texts [124], [125].
More generally, there is an increased awareness of cases of al-
gorithmic bias against black individuals. Such cases include a
healthcare prediction algorithm, used by more than 200 million
patients in USA, that was less likely to refer equally sick black
patients than white patients to programs aimed to improve
care for patients with complex needs [126]. Additionally, in
the optical engineering field, there are anecdotal examples of
automatic taps and soap dispensers not working for individuals
with darker skin tones [127].

There have been promising developments in motion artifact
reduction using multi-wavelengths. Using IR light as a motion
reference [116] allows for a more efficient solution as motion
sensors such as accelerometers are not required as well as
algorithmic approaches using several wavelengths [72]. Re-
search in single-wavelength PPG sensing has explored the use
of machine learning and deep learning models, such as Con-
volutional Neural Networks and Long Short-Term Memory
networks, to accurately and robustly remove motion artifacts
and estimate heart rate [128]–[130] and blood pressure [131].
This methodology would be well suited to multi-wavelength
PPG sensing and should be explored further. Studies, however,
lacked the exploration of combined adverse features in their
experiments such as skin tone and skin temperature which
could identify weaknesses in the proposed methodology.

As research into the field grows, standardization of reporting
is of paramount importance in order to produce results that
can be replicated and compared. Nelson et al. have produced
a robust descriptive reporting protocol which if used would
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standardize the study design, technological factors, participant
characteristics as well as data analysis, data reporting and
data transparency [64]. It is also recommended that when
using consumer-grade PPG sensing devices or off-the-shelf
hardware components, accurate and complete information,
such as software and firmware versions, should be given in
order to allow the replication of experiments [132].

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a comprehensive review
on multi-wavelength PPG sensors, encompassing state-of-the-
art research work and recommending potential directions for
future developments with an emphasis on data collection
protocols. In the first two sections theoretical details are
given regarding the workings of PPG sensing and the optical
properties of skin and blood. Additionally, biological factors
that affect PPG sensing, such as skin melanin content and
skin temperature, are explored showing conflicting findings
highlighting the importance for these topics to be explored in
greater detail. Multi-wavelength PPG solutions involve design
considerations such as measurement site, contact force and
sensor geometry as well as data collection protocols were ex-
plored to aid the decision process for future research. Finally,
state-of-the-art multi-wavelength motion artifact reduction and
physiological monitoring methods were summarized showing
promising results highlighting the breadth of applications that
multi-wavelength PPG sensing is capable of.
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